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Abstract. We address the problem of learning a single model for person
re-identification, attribute classification, body part segmentation, and
pose estimation. With predictions for these tasks we gain a more holistic
understanding of persons, which is valuable for many applications. This
is a classical multi-task learning problem. However, no dataset exists that
these tasks could be jointly learned from. Hence several datasets need
to be combined during training, which in other contexts has often led to
reduced performance in the past. We extensively evaluate how the dif-
ferent task and datasets influence each other and how different degrees
of parameter sharing between the tasks affect performance. Our final
model matches or outperforms its single-task counterparts without cre-
ating significant computational overhead, rendering it highly interesting
for resource-constrained scenarios such as mobile robotics.
1 Introduction
Humans are arguably the most important visual category that autonomous sys-
tems need to understand in detail. A multi-faceted understanding is especially
critical for mobile robotics and autonomous driving to enable smooth human-
robot interaction and pedestrian safety. However, these are also applications with
tight constraints on computational resources for reasons of cost- and energy-
efficiency. Sharing computation across tasks such as human pose estimation and
attribute classification is therefore highly important. Synergies between person-
centric tasks can also emerge, potentially resulting in more accurate models.
To gain a more holistic visual understanding of a person, we jointly approach
the tasks of re-identification (ReID), attribute classification, pose estimation and
body part segmentation, as shown in Figure 1. We argue that ReID is especially
important for person understanding, as it enables tracking and merging person
information across longer timespans. Hence we place an emphasis on this task
throughout our experiments.
Given the great success of deep learning in computer vision, such multi-task
learning (MTL) can be realized by adding multiple output heads to a shared
convolutional neural network (CNN) backbone [6,12,27]. Several prior works
have addressed some person-centric tasks jointly in this fashion. ReID and at-
tribute classification are known to work well together [19,34,18], similarly with
pose estimation and body part segmentation [16,23], but so far no methods have
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Fig. 1: Given person detections, we perform pose estimation, body part seg-
mentation and attribute classification jointly with person re-identification (not
visualized) using a shared CNN backbone with small task-specific heads. Box
colors correspond to gender predictions (female, male).
tackled all these four tasks in a single CNN. Possibly because no publicly avail-
able dataset has annotations for all four of these tasks. While many interesting
MTL approaches exist [30,12], only few of them approach multi-dataset learning,
where task annotations are spread across datasets [15,42,21]. Different dataset
biases make this very challenging, and it is not always possible to obtain im-
proved results for multi-dataset learning [15], as opposed to single-dataset MTL,
where synergies between tasks have proven beneficial [3,12].
The design space spanned by different task-specific tricks, learning schedules,
architectures, and MTL techniques is extremely large. We therefore limit this
empirical study to a single, widely used, CNN backbone with different degrees
of hard parameter sharing and a simple loss weighting of the different tasks.
We first create a set of single-task baseline networks and validate their per-
formance against state-of-the-art approaches. We then unify these into a shared-
backbone network and evaluate multi-task learning, still on a single dataset, by
augmenting a ReID+attribute dataset with automatically created pose and seg-
mentation annotations. Finally, we evaluate how multi-dataset training affects
performance. In this setting, we find that choosing the right type of backbone
normalization layers is crucial for good performance. We consider three model
variants with different degrees of parameter sharing. Even without the use of ad-
vanced MTL techniques, our final network is able to perform all four tasks with
hard parameter sharing with similar, or better performance than the baseline,
rendering it very useful for practical applications.
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2 Related Work
Multi-task learning (MTL) has a long history [3] with the core idea that sev-
eral source tasks can serve as a domain-specific inductive bias for a target task.
Ruder [30] gives an overview of recent MTL network designs and loss or gradient
merging techniques. These developments are largely orthogonal to our experi-
ments, since we focus on hard parameter sharing with a simple loss summation
and can thus likely benefit further from some of these MTL approaches.
Several multi-task approaches exist for visual person analysis using a sin-
gle dataset. Some train pose estimation and part segmentation jointly [23,16].
Hyperface [27] performs face detection, landmark localization, gender classifica-
tion, and headpose estimation in a single network, but does not consider ReID.
He et al . [6] train their Mask-RCNN to jointly perform instance segmentation
and human pose estimation. Other non-person-related MTL approaches include
the recently proposed panoptic segmentation [14], merging instance and seman-
tic segmentation. Zamir et al . [45] create a Taskonomy of indoor scene tasks,
showing that many vision tasks can provide complementary supervision.
Fewer MTL approaches also learn different tasks from different datasets.
UberNet by Kokkinos [15] is probably the most extensive MTL approach to
date, being trained on seven tasks across six different datasets. However, they
report decreased performance when trained on multiple datasets. Xiao et al . [42]
perform several tasks on indoor scenes such as semantic, part, and texture seg-
mentation, by pooling annotations from different datasets. Rebuffi et al . [28]
introduce the visual decathlon challenge spanning ten rather different classifica-
tion datasets. They propose a shared network with domain-specific adaptation
modules that modify the backbone, depending on the dataset an image comes
from. In contrast, we aim to use the same backbone on any image and perform
several tasks. To the best of our knowledge, Luvizon et al . [21] are the first
to tackle a person-centric multi-task problem by training on multiple datasets.
They perform 2D/3D pose estimation and action recognition, but merge the
tasks in a more complex way, whereas we simply attach task-specific network
heads.
In the person ReID literature, MTL often refers to using several ReID losses,
for example, Wang et al . [38] use a classification, triplet, and attention loss,
which are all based on ReID annotations. Some MTL approaches use attribute
classification to improve ReID [19,34,18]. Other ReID approaches use pose esti-
mation [33,25,31] or part segmentation [11], but in the form of additional inputs,
instead of producing them as outputs, like we do.
3 Network Architectures
We first introduce our single-task baseline architectures and then describe differ-
ent options for merging these into multi-task architectures. All models are built
on a ResNet-50 backbone [7], without the global pooling and later layers. We use
a stride of one in the last block, doubling the output resolution. The main goal
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Fig. 2: (a,b) Single and multi-branch backbones with a part shared across tasks
(green), and a task-specific part (red). (c–f) Heads that can be attached to a
branch output (shown as dashed outline). The segmentation head is not shown.
while designing the baseline architectures was to make sure they are compati-
ble amongst each other and can easily be merged to create a single multi-task
architecture.
Person Re-Identification. We apply global max pooling on the backbone
and directly use the 2048D output as an embedding vector, in line with recently
suggested best practices [20] (see Figure 2c). We minimize the batch hard triplet
loss [8], and only use horizontal flip data augmentation.
When also applying the person classification loss for ReID, we attach a Batch-
Norm [9] and a fully-connected layer with softmax activation, reducing the di-
mensionality to the number of training persons. We minimize the cross-entropy
loss (see Figure 2d).
Attribute Classification. On top of the ReID architecture, we add a Batch-
Norm layer and ReLU non-linearity, followed by separate fully-connected lay-
ers with softmax activations for every attribute, projecting the network output
down to the number of classes per attribute (see Figure 2f). The average of all
attribute-specific cross-entropy losses is used, while again employing flip aug-
mentation.
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2D Pose Estimation. We follow the approach by Sun et al . [35], who predict a
heatmap for every joint, from which a soft-argmax extracts 2D joint coordinates.
However, in contrast to their customized multi-stage architecture, we directly
generate joint heatmaps using a 1×1 convolution on top of the backbone output.
We minimize the Euclidean loss between the predicted and ground-truth posi-
tions with no further heatmap-based losses (see Figure 2e). Next to the random
horizontal flipping, we also use rotation, translation, and scale augmentation,
which is common practice for pose estimation [35,32].
Body Part Segmentation. For part segmentation, we use the semantic seg-
mentation branch from a recent panoptic segmentation model [14]. The segmen-
tation branch is built on top of the Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [17], which
extracts features from the backbone at several resolutions and merges them into
a feature pyramid. The levels of the pyramid are converted to quarter-resolution
feature maps, which are summed and converted to a full-resolution segmentation
prediction. (See [14] for a detailed description.) Since our last ResNet block has
a stride of one, we omit one upsampling step in the segmentation branch. This
lightweight segmentation network performs competitively on semantic segmen-
tation benchmarks and is thus well-suited for our experiments. Since the FPN
extracts information from the backbone without changing it, it is compatible
with all other baseline networks. The segmentation is produced using a pixel-
wise softmax and is trained using the bootstrapped cross-entropy loss [41] that
only considers the hardest 25% of pixels. We apply rotation, translation and
scaling augmentation during training.
Multi-Task Architectures. Creating a multi-task architecture from the sepa-
rate baselines described above is straightforward, since all are built on top of the
same backbone. Figure 2c–2f show the network heads, except for the more com-
plex segmentation head. The simplest multi-task architecture merges all heads
onto a common, single-branch backbone shown in Figure 2a. This achieves max-
imal parameter sharing, since all but the final task-specific parameters are up-
dated by every task. Sharing all parameters might not be beneficial for all tasks,
thus we also investigate a multi-branch variant, where we duplicate block 5 of
our backbone for every task (Figure 2b). To both of these backbones a set of
heads can be attached, which can then be jointly trained by summing the dif-
ferent losses for the different tasks. The main difference is thus the extend to
which parameters and computations are shared in the backbone. Using a single
task head attached to the single-branch backbone corresponds to baseline of the
respective task.
4 Experimental Evaluation
4.1 Datasets
We use three datasets to cover annotations for the four considered tasks.
Market-1501 [2] is a ReID dataset with 32,668 images spanning 1,501 different
persons. We use the default train/test split and the single-query evaluation pro-
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Fig. 3: Automatic annotations on the Market dataset for pose estimation (top)
and part segmentation (bottom). Annotations quality is not always consistent,
both very good (left) and rather bad (right) automatic annotations are created.
tocol with the standard metrics: mean Average Precision (mAP) and Cumulative
Matching Characteristic (CMC). Lin et al . [18] provide an attribute classification
extension, which we evaluate using accuracy averaged over all attributes.
MPII [1] is a 2D pose estimation dataset with 15,855 well-separated person
instances for training and 3,330 for validation, following the split of [37]. The
evaluation measure is the percentage of correct keypoints, which have to be closer
to the ground truth than half the head size (PCKh@0.5 metric).
LIP [16] provides body part segmentation and pose estimation annotations for
30,462 training and 10,000 validation images in the single-person setup. The part
segmentation consists of 20 classes, which we evaluate using the standard mean
intersection over union score (mIoU). The pose annotations and evaluation are
consistent with MPII.
Automatic Annotations. To isolate the effect of multi-dataset learning, we
first perform multi-task training on a single dataset. Since no dataset provides
annotations for all the tasks we consider, we extend the Market training set with
automatic annotations for pose estimation and part segmentation. To achieve
this, we train baseline models on the respective datasets and use their predic-
tions. Visual examples are shown in Figure 3. Even though such annotations are
of significantly lower quality than hand-annotated data, they result in interest-
ing multi-task training results. To reduce annotation failures, we merge several
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segmentation classes, similar to [11,26]. We create the background, head, upper
body, lower body, and shoes classes (evaluated as mIoU5). Since the automatic
annotations are noisy, we evaluate our trained network’s pose and segmentation
performance on MPII and LIP instead.
4.2 Training Setup
We train our networks with Adam [13] using default parameters and a learning
rate decay. For multi-task training, we sum the different losses. In multi-dataset
training, we interleave mini-batches from different datasets. We do not use mixed
batches, since we require a specific batch composition for the batch hard triplet
loss. Mixed batches can also lead to noisy gradients for the task-specific parame-
ters [15,42]. We sample batches from the datasets with a frequency proportional
to their sizes. In initial experiments, GroupNorm [40] performed significantly
better for multi-task learning than BatchNorm [9], hence we apply it by de-
fault unless mentioned otherwise (see Section 4.6). We initialize with ImageNet
pretrained weights from [5]. We use PyTorch [24] and a Tesla V100 GPU with
16 GB memory. Especially training the multi-branch models require this amount
of memory, whereas some of the single-task baselines can be trained with a frac-
tion of the available GPU memory.
4.3 Quantitative Results
Before discussing the multi-task and multi-datasets results, we first compare each
single-task baseline to the state-of-the-art and confirm solid scores, on which
we can base our multi-task experiments. Finally, we discuss some additional
interesting insights and qualitative results.
Table 1 shows a selection of recent top-performing ReID methods. Even
though the current top approach achieves 88.2% mAP on the Market dataset, we
still outperform many recent methods by a large margin. Current top performing
methods typically use a complex architecture [39,38,46] or tricks such as larger
input images and more elaborate augmentations [20]. Our single-task baseline is
essentially a simplified TriNet architecture [8], nevertheless, it still significantly
improves the original mAP score of 69.14% by over 8%, yielding a solid baseline
performance for person ReID.
For most attributes, our baseline obtains state-of-the-art accuracy as seen in
Table 2. Due to an ambiguous evaluation protocol, some authors [34,19] evaluate
multi-class color attributes as sets of binary attributes, resulting in incomparable
scores. Excluding these two attributes for a consistent comparison shows that
our baseline outperforms the current top method by 1.6%.
Table 3 compares our pose estimation baseline on the MPII and LIP valida-
tion sets. On the more commonly used MPII dataset, we achieve scores only 2%
behind the state-of-the-art and almost match Sun et al .’s original soft-argmax
approach [35], even though they use several task-specific network modifications.
LIP seems to be a harder dataset and our baseline cannot directly compete with
the state-of-the-art, which also uses part segmentation information.
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Table 1: Baseline person ReID performance on Market-1501.
Additional info mAP rank-1 rank-5 rank-10
PSE [31] + Pose 69.0 87.7 94.5 96.8
TriNet [8] 69.1 84.9 94.2 –
PN-GAN [25] + Pose 72.6 89.4 – –
MANCS [38] + Multi-loss 82.3 93.1 – –
SPReID [11] + Seg. 83.4 93.7 97.6 98.4
Bag of Tricks [20] + Multi-loss 85.9 94.5 – –
MGN [39] + Multi-loss 86.9 95.7 – –
Pyramid [46] + Multi-loss 88.2 95.7 98.4 99.0
Our baseline 77.4 91.1 96.9 98.1
Table 2: Baseline attribute classification accuracy on Market-1501. *: Due to an
unclear evaluation protocol the color attributes are not evaluated consistently.
Gender Age Hair L.slv L.low S.clth B.pack H.bag Bag Hat Avg C.up* C.low* Avg*
Sun et al . [34] 88.9 84.8 78.3 93.5 92.1 84.8 85.5 88.4 67.3 97.1 86.1 87.5 87.2 87.0
APR[18] 86.5 87.1 83.7 93.7 93.3 91.5 82.8 89.0 75.1 97.1 88.0 73.4 69.9 85.3
JCM[19] 89.7 87.4 82.5 93.7 93.3 89.2 85.2 86.2 86.9 97.2 89.1 92.4 93.1 89.7
Our baseline 92.9 87.0 89.7 93.6 94.8 94.6 88.0 89.4 79.7 98.0 90.8 79.4 71.9 88.2
Table 3: Pose results on the MPII and LIP validation sets (PCKh@0.5).
Dataset Method Head Should. Elbow Wrist Hip Knee Ankle Avg
MPII
Sun et al . [35] – – – – – – – 87.3
Tang et al . [36] – – – – – – – 87.5
Yang et al . [44] – – – – – – – 88.5
Our baseline 96.3 94.4 87.7 82.1 86.8 80.6 74.9 86.6
DeepLab [4,16] 91.2 84.3 78.0 74.9 62.3 69.5 71.1 76.5
LIP
JPPNet [16] + Seg. 93.2 89.3 84.6 82.2 69.9 78.0 77.3 82.5
Our baseline 90.4 84.3 76.7 74.0 62.6 67.4 70.0 73.9
Table 4: Body part segmentation performance on the LIP validation set.
Backbone Overall accuracy Mean accuracy Mean IoU
DeepLab (from [16]) ResNet-101 84.1 55.6 44.8
SS-JPPNet [16] ResNet-101 84.5 54.8 44.6
JPPNet [16] (with pose) ResNet-101 86.4 62.2 51.4
CE2P [29] ResNet-101 87.4 63.2 53.1
CaseNet [10] ResNet-101 – – 54.4
Our baseline ResNet-50 84.6 59.5 47.8
Finally, Table 4 compares our part segmentation to state-of-the-art meth-
ods on the LIP validation set. Our baseline is 6.6% mIoU behind current top
methods, however, all of those use the bigger ResNet-101 in combination with
additional network modules or multi-scale information. Nevertheless, our base-
line outperforms several previous approaches with bigger backbones, rendering
it a good starting point for our experiments.
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Table 5: Multi-task learning on Market-1501 (manual and automatic annota-
tions) using single- and multi-branch models, compared to the baseline of learn-
ing each task individually on Market.
Training: Market Evaluation
Manual Auto Market MPII LIP
T
ri
p
l.
C
la
s.
A
tt
r.
P
o
se
S
e
g
. ReID Attr. Pose Pose Seg.
mAP acc PCKh PCKh mIoU5
MSB
X X 77.8 – – – –
X X 78.0 87.9 – – –
X X 77.9 – 27.7 22.6 –
X X 77.6 – – – 48.5
X X X 77.8 87.7 – – –
X X X 78.6 – 30.8 22.4 49.6
X X X X X 79.2 88.0 28.8 21.3 47.9
MMB
X X 76.9 – – – –
X X 77.5 87.7 – – –
X X 77.4 – 34.4 27.0 –
X X 77.7 – – – 47.6
X X X 78.2 87.5 – – –
X X X 77.7 – 40.4 28.4 47.9
X X X X X 78.2 87.9 39.7 28.1 46.7
Baseline (individually trained) 77.4 88.2 46.9 29.9 48.7
Multi-Task Learning. Having verified our baseline results, we now turn to
the multi-task evaluation. In a first round of experiments, we focus only on the
Market-1501 dataset, employing our automatic annotations where necessary. Ta-
ble 5 shows several task combinations, each one using the single-branch model
(MSB) and the multi-branch model (MMB). For these comparisons, we present
baseline results trained on the same automatic annotations, to see where perfor-
mance is gained due to MTL.
Some interesting observations can be made. ReID improves in all cases when
using the single-branch model, as well as for most task combinations in the
multi-branch case, especially when using more than one additional task. When
considering only additional manual annotations as well as when only using au-
tomatic annotations, the mAP score improves. Also when considering all tasks
jointly, the mAP score still improves. For the other tasks a different set of tasks
typically is able to achieve slightly better scores.
Pose estimation suffers the most from the combination with other tasks,
which becomes clear when considering the PCKh scores of the single and multi-
branch models. When only trained with the ReID task, scores become the worst,
which makes sense since pose and ReID are largely orthogonal tasks. Surprisingly
though, the ReID score is not affected negatively by the pose task.
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On the other hand, part segmentation benefits from being trained with ReID.
When jointly trained with pose estimation, the segmentation scores even surpass
the baselines in the single-branch model, but not in the multi-branch model.
Overall, the single-branch model seems to amplify the effects that different
tasks have on each other, both positive and negative, while the multi-branch
model performs more similarly to the independently trained baselines. Given
that tasks share fewer parameters in the latter, this is not surprising.
All results were obtained using a fixed loss weight equal to 1. Initial experi-
ments with uncertainty based weighting by Kendall et al . [12] gave inconsistent
results. In most cases the mAP score improved, while the segmentation per-
formance decreased. Especially for pose estimation the results were mixed, but
none of the tasks saw consistent improvements. We did not further investigate
the weighting, but it is clear that the loss weights can be used to sway results to-
wards one of the tasks. Further research towards more clever weighting schemes
should be performed.
Multi-Dataset Training. The multi-task experiments have clearly shown that
MTL can especially be beneficial for ReID performance, but pose estimation
and part segmentation results were not satisfactory, especially when compared
to baselines trained on the respective datasets. Hence, we turn to multi-dataset
training using interleaved mini-batches.
Table 6 shows the results for a series of multi-task trainings with a focus on
different dataset combinations. Overall we observe similar effects to the single-
dataset case discussed above. ReID typically benefits from additional tasks, apart
for some multi-branch models. But with supervision from manual annotations,
pose estimation and part segmentation now obtain scores that can match or
improve the baseline scores.
Pose estimation still does not work well together with ReID or part segmen-
tation. However, when using both MPII and LIP annotations, we also match the
baseline pose results, which was not possible with automatic annotations.
For part segmentation trained only with ReID, the single-branch model con-
sistently worked better than the multi-branch model when using automatic data,
where now the multi-branch model works better at the cost of a lower ReID score.
However, with additional pose estimation supervision, the single-branch model
works better, as was the case before. We can now also evaluate all 20 LIP classes
and the results correlate well with the reduced class set scores.
The decrease in attribute classification accuracy is more noticeable than in
the case of single-dataset training. The effect of multi-dataset training differs per
attribute. Both the age and bag attribute accuracies improve, while the gender or
hair accuracy significantly decrease. These effects will need further investigation.
When jointly training all tasks, the multi-branch model requires more than
16 GB GPU memory, highlighting a drawback of this backbone. The single-
branch model only needs marginally more memory than the baseline, even when
training all tasks jointly, but performance is slightly worse than variants trained
on fewer tasks. Nevertheless, apart from the attribute classification task, this
model can compete with all the baselines, often outperforming them. This in-
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Table 6: Multi-task and multi-dataset learning on all considered datasets. Results
from our single and multi-branch model, as well as the split output model are
compared to the our baseline.
Training Evaluation
Market MPII LIP Market MPII LIP
T
ri
p
l.
C
la
s.
A
tt
r.
P
o
se
P
o
se
S
e
g
. ReID Attr. Pose Pose Segmentation
mAP acc PCKh PCKh mIoU mIoU5
MSB
X X 77.5 – 82.2 40.5 – –
X X 77.7 – – – 46.5 70.0
X X X 78.4 – 78.4 53.8 48.8 71.6
X X X X 78.0 – 86.8 74.3 49.9 71.8
X X X X X X 78.3 87.1 86.7 73.8 49.6 71.6
MMB
X X 76.9 – 83.8 41.6 – –
X X 76.8 – – – 47.2 70.8
X X X 77.8 – 83.9 52.9 47.5 71.0
X X X X 77.9 – 86.9 75.0 48.5 71.6
X X X X X X —– out of GPU memory —–
MSB/Split X X 77.9 – 86.7 44.5 – –X X X X X X 79.1 86.7 86.5 74.4 49.6 71.6
Baselines (individually trained) 77.4 88.2 86.6 73.9 47.8 71.0
256×128×3
ResNet-50
16×8×2048
16×8×2048−#Joints
16×8×#Joints
1×1×2048−#Joints
#Joints · 2
Split Max Pool
Soft Argmax
LTriplet
LL2
Fig. 4: Single-branch model with a split-pose head (MSB/Split). The backbone
output is split channel-wise into two tensors, one for body joint heatmaps and
one for other task heads. For simplicity only the triplet loss LTriplet is shown.
dicates that synergies between the tasks exist and can be exploited in a single
model with hard parameter sharing.
4.4 ReID and Pose Interference
The previous experiments suggest that the single-branch model is better overall,
except that pose estimation degrades when trained jointly with ReID. As a pos-
sible solution, we make a slight modification to our single-branch model, where
we split the backbone output into two separate tensors: one for pose heatmaps
and one for the remaining tasks. This allows sharing all backbone weights, while
still reducing interference between pose estimation and ReID gradients at the
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Table 7: Comparison of multi-task training approaches and backbone normaliza-
tions. The three column-blocks show, respectively, the pose results trained only
on MPII, ReID and pose after additional fine-tuning for ReID on Market, and
finally, when jointly training both at once. LIP is only used for evaluation here.
Train on MPII → Fine-tune on Market Train jointly
MPII LIP Market MPII LIP Market MPII LIP
PCKh PCKh mAP PCKh PCKh mAP PCKh PCKh
MSB BatchNorm 86.5 41.3 73.9 16.7 10.6 51.5 79.5 32.8
GroupNorm 86.4 43.6 72.6 9.0 10.0 77.5 82.2 40.5
MMB BatchNorm 86.2 39.5 77.7 57.4 15.6 73.9 80.1 32.8
GroupNorm 86.6 43.3 75.6 70.1 33.9 76.9 83.8 41.6
backbone output. Figure 4 shows this variant (with only ReID as an additional
task). This modification only slightly changes most scores, but boosts the ReID
performance by 0.8% as shown in the lower block of Table 6.
4.5 Pretraining on MPII
As an alternative to joint training of tasks, we also evaluate pretraining the
backbone on MPII and using these weights to initialize ReID training on Market.
As Table 7 shows, the resulting mAP scores cannot match the baseline and
the ReID training additionally has a very negative impact on pose estimation,
while the joint training for both tasks gains the previously discussed results.
Especially the single-branch model no longer produces a useful pose estimation
after finetuning, probably because the largely pose-invariant ReID training erases
pose-related information from the backbone output.
4.6 GroupNorm vs BatchNorm
Initially we used a backbone with BatchNorm, which did not perform well dur-
ing multi-dataset training. We hypothesize that different datasets result in dif-
ferent batch statistics, hence the overall collected statistics do not match the
per-dataset train-time statistics, ultimately leading to worse results at test-time.
While GroupNorm was initially developed to train with small mini-batches, a
further benefit is that it does not accumulate batch statistics during training and
thus should also improve joint training. Table 7 shows a comparison of the two
different normalizations in the backbone, for the example of pose estimation and
person ReID. The GroupNorm results for joint training are consistently better,
outperforming the single-branch BatchNorm mAP score by over 25%. Further-
more, the generalization to different datasets (in this case LIP) is better for the
GroupNorm models, which could again be explained by the fact that BatchNorm
uses possibly unequal dataset statistics. Given these results, we use GroupNorm
in all other experiments.
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Fig. 5: Learning curves for the ReID performance. MTL ( ) consistently out-
performs the triplet ReID baseline ( ). Joint multi-dataset learning with MPII
and LIP ( ) gives an additional, albeit smaller, boost.
Somewhat surprising are the results of the aforementioned finetuning exper-
iment when using BatchNorm. Here the multi-branch model even outperforms
the baseline ReID performance, however, at the cost of worse pose estimation re-
sults. For the single-branch model the BatchNorm variant also performs slightly
better than the GroupNorm variant, but both ReID and pose estimation perfor-
mance cannot match the baseline.
4.7 Effect of the Training Set Size
In Figure 5 we analyze the benefits provided by multi-task and multi-dataset
learning over the baseline as a function of the amount of ReID training data
used. These learning curves show that the improvements hold across a wide
range of training set sizes and suggests that the combination of diverse sources
of supervision will remain a relevant topic even as available datasets grow in
size.
4.8 Qualitative Results
Figure 1 shows qualitative results for attribute classification, pose estimation and
part segmentation on MOT16 sequences [22], showing that our network can also
generalize to other datasets. Figure 6 shows additional attribute classification
results for binary attributes, both on MOT16 sequences, as well as the Market
dataset. Figure 7 shows several additional frames from MOT16 sequences. Both
pose estimation and part segmentations are shown, as well as the gender predic-
tion visualized by the bounding box color. Note that both additional attributes
are classified and ReID embeddings are generated by the same model, but these
are not visualized.
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Fig. 6: Given person detections, we perform pose estimation and attribute clas-
sification jointly with person re-identification and part segmentation (not visu-
alized) using a shared CNN backbone with small task-specific heads.
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Fig. 7: Pose estimation and part segmentation results shown on MOT16 se-
quences [22]. We use ground truth bounding boxes for this visualization, but
detection boxes can be used instead. The bounding box colors correspond to
gender predictions (female, male).
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5 Discussion
We have shown that several visual person understanding task can be tackled
using a single unified model. We saw interesting synergies between different
person-related tasks and datasets. Focusing on ReID, we were able to improve
the mAP score by 1.7% by either utilizing additional tasks through automatic
annotations, or multi-dataset training. Especially with the latter approach, our
unified model can roughly match or even outperform the separately trained task-
and dataset-specific baselines. More parameter sharing in the backbone proved
beneficial for most tasks. For the particular case of ReID and pose estimation,
the interference was overcome through a simple split of the network output.
Given our positive results, several directions open up for future work. Further
person-related tasks and datasets can be added into the training. Better task
heads from the specific domains or more complex multi-task training schemes
will likely achieve further improvements. Ultimately, it will be interesting to
integrate the tasks directly into a detector as an additional person understanding
head. Combinations such as detection and ReID [43], or instance segmentation
and pose estimation [6] have been evaluated, however there are no detectors
jointly tackling all the tasks.
Most of the computation in our best-performing model is shared across tasks,
adding almost no overhead to the single-task baseline. On a GTX 1080 Ti GPU it
processes 50 person crops per second without batching and 122 with a batch size
of 10. This could be further improved with a lighter backbone, rendering it well-
suited for robotics applications, where resource constraints typically prohibit
running several models in parallel.
6 Conclusion
We have shown that is possible to train a single model for four important person-
centric tasks, offering a holistic person understanding without running separate
models in parallel. We evaluated how different backbones and normalizations
affect the resulting performance and found that GroupNorm is crucial for multi-
dataset training. While person ReID and pose estimation interfere to a certain
degree, a simple split of the backbone output can largely resolve this issue.
Even though we make no complex modification to our ResNet backbone and use
simple task heads, we can exploit task synergies using multi-task learning. Both
automatic annotations and multiple datasets can be used to improve results and
especially in the latter case we can roughly match or even outperform the single-
task baseline scores. Based on these results, we see several interesting research
directions to further advance visual person understanding. Nevertheless, even
our current multi-task model is highly relevant for applications where people
and machines interact, especially when computational resources are limited.
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